**AT&T Office@Hand Terms:** By subscribing to AT&T Office@Hand you agree to the terms and conditions applicable to this service, including terms and conditions relating to the use of AT&T Office@Hand software by you and your users. Terms of service include the AT&T Office@Hand Service Guide found at https://serviceguidenew.att.com/sg_flashPlayerPage/OAH and the AT&T Business Services Agreement found at http://www.corp.att.com/agreement/. In certain instances, emergency calling may not be available with AT&T Office@Hand. The limitations and advisories regarding 911 are provided in the AT&T Office@Hand Service Guide. Acknowledgement of advisory receipt is required when downloading the AT&T Office@Hand software. AT&T Office@Hand service is provided on a month-to-month basis. An AT&T Mobility account in good standing is required. Charges for your service include the monthly service charges, taxes, regulatory fees, surcharges and other charges, including a monthly Administrative Fee, Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge and 911 fees. See the AT&T Office@Hand Service Guide and AT&T Business Services Agreement for more details. Billing begins on your service activation date. New service is billed one month in advance; services added before your bill cycle date are prorated and added to your first month of service. Partial proration may also occur if service(s) or feature(s) are added or changed in the middle of your bill cycle. AT&T may, but is not required to, prorate your monthly charges if you terminate service prior to the end of your billing cycle. Prices, taxes and other fees are subject to change.